LASER PROTECTION PLUS
LASER DETECTION.

ENGINEERED SO WELL,
WE CAN GUARANTEE
TOTAL PROTECTION.
Guarantee I
Total Immunity from laser speeding tickets. If you
receive a laser ticket while your DefuserPlus™ System
is operating, K40 will pay the cost of your fine - no
questions asked. Period.

Guarantee II

Faster than the speed of light.
Police lasers are fast. Accurate.
Much more sophisticated than
radar. They can pick you out of
the pack at the speed of light.
No wonder so many police
are adding laser devices to
their arsenal. But, by the time
ordinary laser detectors give
you a warning, it’s too late.
Not anymore.
With the new K40 DefuserPlus™™
you’ll drive knowing the most
sophisticated anti-laser technology is constantly detecting
and protecting you.
Every time you drive.

New DefuserPlus™™ sends out
a continuous signal that cuts
you out of the picture. You’ll
avoid detection and deactivate
any police laser speed measurement capability.

If you are not satisfied with its performance, bring your DefuserPlus™
System back within 30 days of
purchase for a full product credit.

Guarantee III
We will replace or repair any part
for 12 months after purchase.

Simultaneously, DefuserPlus™™
signals you with audible and
visual warnings. Giving you
the precious time to react and
reduce your speed—that you’ve
never had before. And it’s
completely legal. That’s the
Plus of DefuserPlus™™.

The ultimate laser protection
and warning system.
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CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY
Exactly where you need it.
New DefuserPlus
fits neatly inside
a specially
designed license
plate frame, right
where lasers are
aimed. But it’s made from
one of the strongest
synthetics available.
So it’s extra tough,
as well as right
on target.

™

So accurate, it’s guaranteed.
So well made, it’s guaranteed.

So undetectable, thieves
can’t find it.

If you receive a laser ticket while
your DefuserPlus™ System is
operating, K40 will pay the cost
of your fine — no questions asked.
And if you’re not satisfied with its
performance, bring it back within
30 days of purchase for a full
product credit. We’ll also replace
or repair any part for 12 months
after purchase.

There are no dangling wires, no
bulky black boxes. And no enticing
electrical components in sight. New
DefuserPlus™ is hard to detect even
inside your car.

So discreet, it fits
any interior.
One small LED light mounted in
your instrument cluster is all you’ll
see; a miniature speaker for the
audible alarm is installed completely
out of sight. The LED lights and
the alarm sounds when your car is
started to let you know it’s monitoring
the road ahead, then reactivates
only when
you’ve been
zapped by
a laser
beam.

So only a professional
is qualified to install it.
Only a select group of professionals
meets our rigorous standards. The
very best people we know, who
know your car inside and out.

So why drive without it?
New K40 DefuserPlus™ lets you hit
the road ahead with confidence.
It’s completely legal, and totally
harmless. If you’re a serious driver
who likes to be in control, you’ll
quickly discover its “Plus.”

The ultimate laser protection
and warning system.

